> New PRETREATmaker Filter for Version III and IV

**Problem:**
The 4 nozzles in the **PTM3** can easily get clogged when there is some debris in the pretreatment solution because dust might get into the pretreatment tank. This will lead to an uneven layer of PT on top of the garment and as a result a bad printout.

In the **PTM4** a new filter has been introduced to catch possible debris in the tubes before it reaches the nozzles and cause some clogging.

**Solution:**
Adding the new filter to the machine will clean the Pre-Treatment line and will prevent clogging the nozzles.

This filter can be added in the **PTM3** as well.

**SPARE PARTS NO.** 807056
Carriage Filter System with holder

**SPARE PARTS NO.** 807057
Carriage Filter alone
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